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A dress Mnemosyne
Location :  New South Head Road. Edgecliff. MSW

Concept:
Inspired by the shape of the building, the concept is to represent the 
movement, lightness and mystery of a dress. The use of curves create a  
relaxing space , inviting a natural flow movement around the apartment. A 
neutral colour palette ensure a timeless design, sophistication and a broad 
range of renters.
A rotative space build in a platform will allow the spaces to be open or closed, 
communicating with the curved wall used as storage and utility space. 
Ensuring a minimal look and focusing on the view from the high rise, the 
base materiality composed by metal, stone, timber and concrete add on the 
sophistication, durability and cleanness’ of the design.  
Italian furniture, Built-in wine cellar, Interior/exterior ethanol fireplace, curved 
kitchen, are some of the design features chosen to attract and keep a well 
healed clientele in this open plan apartments.  
 

GAIA House
Location:  Painted Desert, SA. Australia

Premise:
The desert have always been a wonderful place on earth where humans have 
lived and travelled from million of years. Challenging, with limited resources, 
where temperature are high, and water is often rare, the desert is also 
fascinating. For all this reason, I choose this environment to create a get away 
from the over stimulating city.

Concept: 
GAIA - Greek Goddess of the Earth In the ancient civilizations, she was revered 
as mother, nurturer and giver of life . It’s she who created and sustained us, and 
to whom we returned upon death. 
Modern interpretation : Earth itself view as an organism with self-regulatory 
functions. 
The concept for this house is to create a continuous tension. Between 
comfort and spartan, inside and outside, minimal and generous, ancient and 
modern architecture, monumental and vernacular, life and death. This house is 
designed as a meditative space to self reflect and connect with the nature, air 
and light .


